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This coloring book contains lifelike illustrations representing scenes of cats playing around homes

and gardens. Scenes include also flowers, butterflies, fruit, birds, interior decorations and more. The

twenty-four designs are of various difficulty levels and the images are printed on the fronts of pages

only, so you don't need to worry about bleed-through if you choose to use markers. Happy Coloring!
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I am a real fan of cat coloring books. This is an excellent assortment of cute and lovely cat designs

with a really great level of detail both on the cats and on their surroundings. The cats are portrayed

realistically by artist Amanda Neel rather than in comic style. The designs are all very cute but I am

drawn immediately to the cat with the coloring pencils (I wonder why?) The artist has put a

Ã¢Â€ÂœframeÃ¢Â€Â• around each design, which I really appreciate. It gives me a proper stopping

point while I am coloring.The designs are printed on thin white non-perforated paper which is typical

of CreateSpace publications. The paper is medium weight and all markers and gel pens bleed

through. Not a problem  I am now using a piece of chipboard under my work to keep ink from

leaking through to ruin the design below. You can use heavyweight paper or card stock but be sure

to check to see how many layers you need to keep it from leaking through. The binding of this book

is glued rather than sewn or stapled. There is plenty of room to cut the page out if you wish.I'm not

sure if my book is unusual or not but it seems that the title page has been put at the end of the book

rather than at the beginning. I think it may have been an error in printing but it doesn't detract from

my ability to color the pages.



Cat lovers will love these illustrations, each dominated with kittens or cats in realistic form, you will

find short haired cats, long haired cats, striped cats and solid colored cats, each drawn with a subtle

personality that true cat lovers will recognize, the regal, the playful, the mischievous, lazily sleeping

and even one cat drinking the water from a fish bowl with a look that says, Did you think Ã¢Â€ÂœI

was after the fishÃ¢Â€Â•.You will want to color every single charming illustration in this coloring

book. The images will be worthy of framing once you add your own unique style and colors.Each

special feline has been set in a natural setting and full body pose, you will find inside backgrounds

with quilts, furniture, tables and chairs and outside backgrounds filled with flowers, leaves, grass,

trees, apples and pumpkins, some backgrounds are very simply outlined others drawn with more

detail, and each illustration is outlined with a bold black line.The cover picture is included in this

book and is representative of some of the illustrations that have simply detailed backgrounds, most

of the images have backgrounds with more detail.1. 23 illustrations printed one per page (the back

of each page is blank) on medium weight, bright white paper.2. All markers bleed through the

pages, I just place a piece of paper under the page I am coloring to prevent damage to the next

page.3. Each full page illustration is centered and bordered, leaving 3/8ths of an inch between the

illustration and the binding. Perfect for easily removing a single page or cutting off the entire binding

for a coloring group.4. These illustrations do not have a lot of tiny details and lend themselves well

to crayons, markers, or colored pencils.5. I tried water colors and the paper buckles and the wet

area blooms larger, so I would not recommend paints with this book.6. NOTE: Some of the

backgrounds in these images are very simply detailed and a bit hard to follow. I chose 2 of these

with this type of background and I did have a hard time figuring out what exactly I was coloring and

why the lines were there, grass, a fence, or a sidewalk, etc but in the end I just colored and I am

inspired by the images in this book that is going into my personal coloring library, not the

grandchildrenÃ¢Â€Â™s as some of them would get frustrated with the backgrounds.7. For

illustrations like these I love to use colored pencils, but this time I chose markers for fun and used

some of my colored pencil techniques for example the texture in the cats fur, I colored the entire cat

with light yellow then added the darker orange yellow in short strokes following the direction of the

fur, creating shadow s in the apples to give them a rounder appearance, etc. I am pleased with the

results and I am uploading them for you along with some of the other photos to help you decide if

this is just the right book for you.

This is a gorgeous color book. The pictures are printed on quality paper and on one side only.

However, the pages are not perforated for easy tear out. The drawing are very well done and there



is a lot of potential to experiment with shading and blending of colors. The pictures are bigger and

therefore easier to color which some people prefer. I bought 2 of these one for elderly relatives and

they are very pleased with the book. They find the bigger designs are easier for them to see as well.

And after seeing them up close I am considering ordering one for myself!

Overall I liked this coloring book. Some of the cats are a bit "cartoonish" but it was a fun book to

color and relax with. I used colored pencils and they worked great with the paper.

Cat lovers like me will be very happy with the beautiful cats in this one. Highly recommended.

very simple designs but they are pretty picture of cats. if your a cat lover you will like this book.

Cats and kittens, realistically drawn and in the midst of various feline activities, are indeed a "happy"

thing to color. Whether jumping to chase an escaped canary, looking longingly out the window,

walking across the top of a picket fence, or contemplating whether or not to attack a honeybee in

the field, they are all a pleasure to color. The paper is fine with colored pencils, but I think it's a bit

thin for gel-pens (which I don't use, so I'm guessing). They would probably be okay with some

backing to protect the next page. The pages aren't perforated, but there's a "frame" around each

drawing and the picture could be removed by carefully cutting out the page, using an Exacto knife or

something of that sort.

The Kindle (eBook) version is GREAT! Before ordering, I emailed the publisher, Happy Coloring, to

make sure I'd be able to print the pictures. (Some publishers offer the eBook only as a preview.)

Happy Coloring promptly answered, Yes, at the end of the book is a link and a password for

downloading all the pictures in printable PDF format.So I bought the Kindle version. I'm delighted

with it. Instead of waiting for days, a few minutes after placing my order I printed out the pictures on

good heavy paper, and was ready to start coloring. Hooray! I love the pictures in this coloring book,

and I especially like this Kindle book format. Faster, less expensive, and more convenient--what a

combination! If you've got a printer and know how to download and print a PDF, it's a wonderful

choice.
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